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Abstract

In this paper, we deal with the problem of
a large number of unaligned words in auto-
matically learned word alignments for ma-
chine translation (MT). These unaligned
words are the reason for ambiguous phrase
pairs extracted by a statistical phrase-based
MT system. In translation, this phrase am-
biguity causes deletion and insertion er-
rors. We present hard and optional dele-
tion approaches to remove the unaligned
words in the source language sentences.
Improvements in translation quality are
achieved both on large and small vocabu-
lary tasks with the presented methods.

1 Introduction

Word alignment is a key part in the training of
a statistical MT system because it provides map-
pings of words between each source sentence and
its target language translation. Because of the dif-
ference in the structure of the involved languages,
not all words in the source language have a corre-
sponding word in the target language. So in the
alignments, no matter manually created or auto-
matically learned, some words are aligned, some
are not.

Current state-of-the-art statistical machine
translation is based on phrases. First the word
alignments for the training corpus are generated.
Then phrase alignments are inferred heuristically
from the word alignments. This approach was
presented by (Och et al., 1999) and implemented
by e. g. (Koehn et al., 2003). Since this widely
used phrase extraction method depends on word
alignments, it is often assumed that the quality
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of word alignment is critical to the success
of translation. However, some research have
shown that the large gains in alignment accuracy
often lead to, at best, minor gains in translation
performance (Lopez and Resnik, 2006). They
concluded that it could be more useful to directly
investigate ways to reduce the noise in phrase
extraction than improving word alignment. The
work by (Ma et al., 2007) shows that a good phrase
segmentation is important for translation result.
Encouraged by the work, this paper explores the
influence of the unaligned words on the phrase
extraction and machine translation results. We
show that the presence of unaligned words causes
extraction of “noisy” phrases which can lead to
insertion and deletion errors in the translation
output. Furthermore, we propose approaches
for “hard” and “soft” deletion of the unaligned
words on the source language side. We then show
that better way to deal with unaligned words can
substantially improve translation quality, on both
small and large vocabulary tasks.

In section 2, we briefly review the word align-
ment concept and point out that there is a large
number of unaligned words in both manual and
automatic alignments used for common translation
tasks. In section 3, we explain how the unaligned
words affect the phrase extraction and cause dele-
tion and insertion errors. In section 4, we present
two approaches to prove the negative impact of the
unaligned words on translation quality. The exper-
imental results are given in sections 5 and 6. Fi-
nally, section 7 presents a conclusion and future
work.

2 Unaligned words in word alignment

In statistical translation models (Brown
et al., 1990), a “hidden” alignment
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aJ
1

:= a1, . . . , aj , . . . , aJ is introduced for
aligning the source sentencefJ

1
to the target

sentenceeI
1
. The source word at positionj is

aligned to the target word at positioni = aj .
The alignmentaJ

1
may contain special alignment

aj = 0, which means that the source word at
indexj is not aligned to any target word. Because
a word in the source sentence cannot be aligned
to multiple words in the target sentence, the
alignment is trained in both translation directions:
source to target and target to source. For each
direction, a Viterbi alignment (Brown et al.,
1993) is computed:A1 = {(aj , j)|aj ≥ 0} and
A2 = {(i, bi)|bi ≥ 0}. Here,aJ

1
is the alignment

from the source language to the target language
andbI

1
is the alignment from the target language to

the source language. To obtain more symmetrized
alignments,A1 andA2 can be combined into one
alignment matrixA with the following combina-
tion methods. More details are described in (Och
and Ney, 2004):

• intersect: A = A1 ∩A2

• union: A = A1 ∪A2

• refined: extend from the intersection.
intersect ⊆ refined ⊆ union

In any of the alignments, there are many words
which are unaligned. We have counted unaligned
words in various Chinese-English alignments both
a small corpus (LDC2006E931) and a large cor-
pus (GALE-All2). Table 1 presents what percent-
age of unaligned words occurs in each alignment.
Since the released LDC2006E93 corpus contains
manual alignments, we can see that even in “cor-
rect” alignments, more than10% words are un-
aligned. intersect, the alignment with the best
precision, has around50% unaligned words on
both sides. INunion, which has best recall, still
around10% of the words are unaligned. The most
often usedrefined alignment, which has the bal-
ance between precision and recall, has about25%
unaligned words. Since phrase pairs are extracted
from the word alignments, these unaligned words
will affect them as described below.

1LDC2006E93: LDC GALE Y1 Q4 Release - Word Align-
ment V1.0, Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)
2GALE-ALL: all available training data for
Chinese-English translation released by LDC.
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/gale/data/DataMatrix.html

Figure 1: An alignment example with unaligned
words.
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?
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why

is

为什么 why
为什么 why is

那么 为什么 why
那么 为什么 why is
为什么 这样 why is that

为什么 这样 呢 why is that
那么 为什么 这样 why is that

那么 为什么 这样 呢 why is that
为什么 这样 呢 ？ why is that ?

那么 为什么 这样 呢 ？ why is that ?
那么 is
呢 is
这样 is that
这样 that

这样 呢 is that
这样 呢 that

这样 呢？ is that ?
这样 呢？ that ?

呢 ？ ?
？ ?

3 Phrase extraction

In the state-of-the-art statistical phrase-based mod-
els, the unit of translation is any contiguous se-
quence of words, which is called a phrase. The
phrase extraction task is to find all bilingual
phrases in the training data which are consistent
with the word alignment. This means that all
words within the source phrase must be aligned
only with the words of the target phrase; likewise,
the words of the target phrase must be aligned only
with the words of the source phrase (Och et al.,
1999) (Zens et al., 2002). A target phrase can have
multiple consistent source phrases if there are un-
aligned words at the boundary of the source phrase
and vice versa.

Figure 1 gives an alignment example with un-
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Corpus Sentence Alignment Unaligned Unaligned
Chinese words English words

LDC2006E93 10,565 manual 14% 11%
intersect 53% 40%
refined 23% 23%
union 7% 14%

GALE-All 8,778,755 intersect 48% 55%
refined 24% 27%
union 9% 16%

Table 1: The percentages of unaligned words in variant alignments.

aligned words on both source and target sides and
the phrase table extracted from this alignment. The
unaligned words will result in multiple extracted
phrase pairs. All of these phrase pairs are kept be-
cause the unaligned words are necessary to com-
plete a good sentence though they have no cor-
responding translations. However, the translation
models are not powerful enough to select the cor-
rect phrase pair from these multiple pairs. As a
result, this ambiguity often causes insertion errors
which is adding redundant words to the transla-
tion and deletion errors which means that transla-
tions of some source words are missing. We have
used the phrase table in figure 1 to translate the
source sentence. (The translation system will be
described in the section 5). Since the example sen-
tence is short, to see how the phrase pairs are con-
catenated, we limit the length of the used phrase
from 1 to 4. In the table 2 there is an insertion
error with slen = 1, tlen = 1, which is caused
by the unaligned ’is’ in the phrase ’呢# is’. With
slen = 2, tlen = 2 andslen = 3, tlen = 3 there
are deletion errors where unaligned ’is’ is missing
in phrase ’那么为什么why is# is’.

4 Deletion of the unaligned words in
source sentences

Based on the observations in the last section, we
are going to disambiguate the multiple phrase pairs
caused by unaligned words. In the automatically
trained alignment there are a few possible cases for
the unaligned words.
correct vs. wrong: an unaligned word is correct
if it really has no corresponding translations and is
left unaligned by a human annotator. An unaligned
word is wrong if it has been aligned in the manual
alignment.
function words vs. content words: Compar-

ing the alignment of function words and content
words, we could find that the correct unaligned
words are roughly function words, while the wrong
unaligned words are usually content words. The
function words have little lexical meaning, but in-
stead serve to express grammatical relationships
with other words within a sentence On the con-
trary, the content words usually carry meaning,
which are “natural units” of translation between
languages.

If we just focus on the disambiguation of mul-
tiple phrases and not consider applying grammat-
ical information in function words to the transla-
tion system, like the work done by (Setiawan et
al., 2007), the simplest way of reducing the mul-
tiple phrases is to delete the ’correct’ unaligned
words: the function words. The function words
at the target side should not be touched, since they
are necessary to complete a good sentence. How-
ever, the function words at the source side could be
removed, when they have no corresponding trans-
lations.

4.1 Deletion Candidates

Not all unaligned words should be removed. Be-
sides the content words, a source function word
could also have correct mappings to the target
words in some sentences. We have used two
constraints to filter out the words which can be
deleted..

We use relative frequencies to estimate the
probability of a word being aligned.

p(walign) =
Nwalign

N(w)
(1)

The number of times a wordw is aligned in the
training data is denoted byNwalign

, andN(w) is
the total number of occurrences of the wordw. The
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slen=1 tlen=1 why #为什么 ## is #那么 ## that #这样 ## is #呢 ## ? #？ why is that is ?
slen=2 tlen=2 why #那么为什么 ## that #这样 ## ? #呢？ why that ?
slen=3 tlen=3 why #那么为什么 ## that ? #这样呢？ why that ?
slen=4 tlen=4 why is that #那么为什么这样 ## ? #呢？ why is that ?

Table 2: The translations of the example with phrase length limitation. The symbol ## denotes concate-
nation of phrase pairs.

first constraint is that the probability of a word be-
ing aligned is below a thresholdτ .

Con p(w) =

{
1 if p(walign) ≤ τ

0 if p(walign) > τ
(2)

This constraint can be used with different thresh-
olds. The smaller the threshold is, the more strict
constraint is applied and fewer words are to be con-
sidered. Whenp(walign) is 0.5, it means that the
word has the same probability to be aligned and
not to be aligned. In order to filter out the deletion
candidates, the best threshold as determined in our
experiments should be less than0.5.

The second constraint is to use the POS tags to
mark the function words. In general, the content
words include nouns, verbs, adjectives, and most
adverbs. We denote the POS tag set for content
words asS = {noun, verb, adj, adv}. The con-
straint for the function word is:

Con fun(w) =

{
1 if POS(w) 6∈ S

0 otherwise
(3)

In the experiments, we will test bothCon p(w)
andCon p(w)+Con fun(w). We will show that
it is more important for a deletion candidate to
be constrained byCon p(w), since content and
function words in linguistics are not always dis-
tinguished clearly.

4.2 Hard deletion

The simplest way of deletion is directly removing
the found words from the source sentences and the
alignments. The change of the alignment will af-
fect not only the extracted phrase pairs around the
deleted word, but also the probability estimation of
all phrases. In this way, the source sentences be-
come relatively shorter. The size of the phrase ta-
ble will be smaller because of the reduction in the
multiple translation pairs. However, the drawback
of the method is obvious. Most words are aligned
or not in different contexts. When we setτ greater
than0 and delete the filtered words, there must be
some words which should actually be translated,
which means that they were deleted wrongly.

Hard deletion is an easy method to investigate
the influence of unaligned words on translation re-
sults. Although the method will cause overdele-
tion, it can reflect which multiple translation pairs
containing an unaligned word provide more useful
information or more harmful information for ulti-
mate translation quality.

4.3 Optional deletion

A better and more complicated method is to apply
optional deletion. We do not make a firm decision
to delete any words. Instead, we preserve ambigu-
ity and defer the decision until later stages.

We use a confusion network (CN) to represent
the ambiguous input. Some works are reported
to use CNs in machine translation (Bertoldi et al.,
2007; Koehn et al., 2007). A CN is a directed
acyclic graph in which each path goes through all
the nodes from the start node to the end node. Its
edges are labeled with words. An example of a CN
for optional deletion is shown in table 3.

把.38 机票1.0 忘1.0 在1.0 家里1.0 了.21
ε.62 ε.79

Table 3: A CN example of optional deletion.

The special empty-wordε represents a word
deletion. Also, the word aligned probability is
attached to each edge. The probability is calcu-
lated by equation (1). When the word is a content
word, its aligned probability is1.0. The score with
epsilon means the probability of the word in the
same column not to be aligned, which is equal to
1− p(walign).

Input source sentences are represented by CN.
Like what is done in the hard deletion, the align-
ments are modified by deleting all deletion candi-
dates and the corresponding points in the align-
ment matrix. However, to match the possible
non-deletion of the unaligned words, the original
alignment is also needed. We combine the two
alignments by merging the phrase counts and re-
compute the phrase probabilities.
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5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Data

We carried out MT experiments for translation
from Chinese to English on two data sets: BTEC08
and GALE08.

The BTEC08 data was provided within the
IWSLT 2008 evaluation campaign (Paul, 2008),
extracted from the Basic Traveling Expression
Corpus(BTEC) (Takezawa et al., 2002). The data
is a multilingual speech corpus which contains
sentences which are usually found in books for
tourists. The sentences are short, with less than
10 words on average. The parallel training data
is relatively small. We added the official IWSLT08
training data, the IWSLT06 dev data and IWSLT06
evaluation data and their references to the training
data. The development and test sets in the experi-
ments below are from the IWSLT04 and IWSLT05
evaluation data. We found that the two data sets
are not similar, so we took the first half of each
and combine them as dev data. The remaining two
halves are combined as test data.

The large vocabulary GALE data were all
provided by LDC. The test data has four gen-
res: broadcast news (BN), broadcast conversations
(BC), newswire (NW) and webtext (WT). The first
two genres are for speech translation and the last
two are for text translation. Here, we only car-
ried out experiments on NW. The sentences of the
GALE task are longer (around 30 words per sen-
tence) and more difficult to translate.

The corpus statistics for both tasks are shown in
Table 4:

5.2 Baseline System

Our baseline system is a standard phrase-based
SMT system. Word alignments are obtained by
using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) with IBM
model 43. We symmetrized bidirectional align-
ments using the refined heuristic (Och and Ney,
2004). The phrase-based translation model is a
log-linear model that include phrase translation
probabilities and word-based translation probabil-
ities in both translation directions, phrase count
models, word and phrase penalty, target language
model (LM) and a distortion model. Language
models were built using the SRI language mod-

3Specifically, on GALE data we performed 5 iterations of
Model 1, 5 iterations of HMM, 2 iterations of Model 4. On
BTEC data we performed 4 iterations of Model 1, 5 iterations
of HMM, 8 iterations of Model 4.

BTEC Chinese English

Train: Sentences 23940
Running words 181486 232746

Dev: Sentences 503
Running words 3085 3887

Test: Sentences 503
Running words 3109 3991

GALE Chinese English

Train: Sentences 8778755
Running words 232799466 249514713

Dev08: Sentences 485
Running words 14750 16570

Test08: Sentences 480
Running words 14800 16683

Table 4: Corpus Statistics of the BTEC and GALE
translation tasks. For BTEC dev and test sets, the
number of English tokens is the average over 16
human reference translations.

eling toolkit (Stolcke, 2002). On the small vo-
cabulary BTEC task we used a 6-gram. On the
large vocabulary GALE task we included 5-gram
language model probabilities. The model scaling
factors are optimized on the development set with
the goal of improving the BLEU score. We used a
non-monotonic phrase-based search algorithm that
can take confusion networks as input in the style
of (Matusov et al., 2008).

6 Experimental Results

6.1 The deletion candidates

First, we tested different thresholdsτ in the range
from 0.2 to 0.5. The set with smallτ is a subset
of the one with largetτ . We filtered out words
which were most frequently not aligned in training.
We performed the experiments on both BTEC and
GALE tasks. The findings are reported in table 5.
For each threshold the table gives the number of
unique words removed (num.) and some examples.

By applying the two constraints
Con p+Con fun, the number of deletion
candidates is reduced greatly. That means among
the unaligned words in alignments there are many
content words. The content words, especially
nouns, usually are expected to be translated.
It is not good if there are many content words
unaligned.

Comparing between BTEC and GALE there are
fewer deletion candidates in GALE data, both con-
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BTEC GALE
Con p Con p+Con fun Con p Con p+Con fun

τ num. example num. example num. example num. example
0.2 1 的 1 的 1 恭 0 -
0.3 4 的了哭却 3 的了却 7 的慧毛病 . . . 1 的

0.4 21 叶以把战争 . . . 10 以把 . . . 17 的罗斯 . . . 1 的

0.5 152 呀对着当时 . . . 20 呀对着 . . . 62 的中之兆. . . 3 的中之

Table 5: Some statistics and examples of the words removed based on the constraints defined in equa-
tions 2 and 3.

tent and function words. It implies that large
data leads to obtain better alignments which as-
sign more mappings between source and target
languages.

6.2 Hard deletion

Since the hard deletion is easy to carry out, we per-
formed the experiments on both BTEC and GALE
tasks here, too. As the number of deletion can-
didates on GALE is small, we tested the small-
est deletion candidate set “的” and the biggest set
which is under the constraintCon p with τ = 0.5.
Translation results are shown in table 6. The sec-
ond row “rm-1” is the hard deletion of的 and the
third row “rm-62” is for the deletion of the 62
words as shown in table 5.

It is interesting to see that the deletions of both
the small set and large set of words improve the
baseline on every metric.的 is the most common
function word in Chinese to connect adjectives and
nouns and it is also the word with lowest aligned
probability in the table 5. The BLEU and TER
scores both improve0.5% absolute on dev and test
data just by removing this single word. However,
when we remove the 62 words including的, the
result does not improve further. This means that
the deletion candidate set contains some content
words, the deletion of which has a negative influ-
ence on translation quality.

The BTEC data provides us with a larger dele-
tion candidate set. Additionally, the small size of
the training data for the BTEC task makes it pos-
sible to run some finer-grained experiments. We
focus on how the removable function words affect
the translation quality. The experiments are carried
on the word set with different thresholdsτ and un-
der the constraintCon p+Con fun. The transla-
tion results with hard deletion on BTEC are shown
in table 7.

The improvement in the BTEC data is not as

much as on the GALE data. Only whenτ is set
to 0.4, we obtained slightly better scores. The rea-
son is that extracted phrases are very long compar-
ing to the sentence length. The maximum phrase
length was set to 15 words, both for BTEC and
GALE task. However, the average sentence length
of the BTEC test set is around 7 words, vs. 30
words on the GALE task. When phrase pairs are
longer, there are fewer cases that unaligned words
are at their boundaries. The translation exam-
ples in table 2 also reflect this phenomenon. That
source sentence has 5 words. When the phrase
length limitation is 4, unaligned ’is’ is an inner
word in the phrase pairwhy is that #那么 为什
么这样.

6.3 Optional deletion

In addition to the hard deletion experiments on
BTEC, we carried out the optional deletion exper-
iments in the same settings. The results are also
shown in table 7. The optional deletion method
achieved good performance. The BLEU score im-
proves consistently with all settings, at most1.5%
on the dev set and0.7% on the test set withτ =
0.4.

Furthermore, we are also interested in the influ-
ence of individual deletion candidate on the trans-
lation results. It would be more useful if we know
what words are important for the deletion instead
of just determining the optimal threshold. Since
τ = 0.4 has achieved the best result both in hard
deletion and optional deletion, we explore the10
removable function words in the set one by one.
The 10 words are listed in table 8. At first, we
sorted the10 words according to the probability of
being aligned. From the low to high probability,
we add one word a time to the deletion candidate
set. The results are shown in table 8. The word的,
which has the lowest probability of being aligned,
is the most important word in the set.
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dev08 test08
% BLEU Interval TER Interval BLEU Interval TER Interval

baseline 31.5 [30.4, 32.7] 60.7 [59.9, 61.5] 30.9 [29.8, 32.0] 60.3 [59.5, 61.1]
rm-1:的 31.9 [30.6, 33.1] 60.2 [59.1, 61.2] 31.4 [30.3, 32.7] 59.7 [58.9, 60.7]

rm-62 32.3 [31.0, 33.6] 60.1 [59.0, 61.0] 31.2 [30.0, 32.3] 59.9 [59.0, 60.8]

Table 6: Translation results using the hard deletion method on the GALE task.

dev test
% BLEU Interval TER Interval BLEU Interval TER Interval

baseline 49.6 [47.0, 52.6] 41.3 [39.1, 43.5] 49.5 [46.8, 52.1] 41.3 [39.3, 43.3]
rm-funW Hard deletion
τ = 0.2 49.1 [46.3, 52.1] 41.9 [39.6, 43.9] 49.7 [47.0, 52.3] 41.5 [39.5, 43.6]
τ = 0.3 50.0 [47.1, 52.9] 41.0 [38.8, 43.5] 49.3 [46.4, 51.9] 41.2 [39.3, 43.6]
τ = 0.4 50.0 [46.9, 52.9] 41.3 [39.4, 43.8] 49.7 [47.1, 52.6] 41.1 [39.0, 43.3]

rm-funW Optional deletion
τ = 0.2 51.1 [48.6, 54.2] 40.5 [38.2, 42.7] 49.6 [46.7, 52.6] 41.5 [39.3, 43.7]
τ = 0.3 51.2 [48.9, 53.9] 40.4 [38.5, 42.1] 49.9 [47.1, 52.6] 41.5 [39.5, 43.8]
τ = 0.4 51.1 [48.5, 53.5] 40.6 [38.7, 42.9] 50.2 [47.7, 53.0] 41.4 [39.3, 43.5]

Table 7: Translation results using hard and optional deletion methods on the BTEC task.

We also calculate the95% confidence intervals
for both hard deletion and optional deletion. Un-
fortunately, the new systems are not statistical sig-
nificant though the BLEU scores are better.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have devoted attention to the
problem of a large number of unaligned words in
the word alignments generally used for MT model
training. These unaligned words result in ambigu-
ous phrase pairs being extracted by a state-of-the-
art phrase-based statistical MT system. In trans-
lation, this phrase ambiguity causes deletion and
insertion errors. We classified the unaligned words
into function words and content words and showed
that unaligned function words have an important
influence on phrase extraction.

Furthermore, we have proposed two methods to
improve phrase extraction based on handling of
unaligned words. Since it is important to keep the
unaligned words on the target side to obtain com-
plete and fluent translations, we have applied hard
deletion and optional deletion of the unaligned
words on the source side before phrase extraction.
Though the methods are simple, they still achieved
notable improvements in automatic MT evaluation
measures on both small and large vocabulary tasks.
We have shown that differentiating between use-
ful and “removable” unaligned words is important

for the quality of the extracted phrases and, conse-
quently, for the quality of the phrase-based MT.

This paper pointed out the importance of un-
aligned words, but only considered the source lan-
guage words. In the future, more work should be
done regarding the unaligned words in the target
language. The translations are more directly af-
fected by the quality of target phrases. Since delet-
ing of unaligned words at the target side is clearly
not the right solution, some disambiguation mod-
els are to be investigated.
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